SCHOOLIES X COMMUNITY

Day 1

Arrive Siem Reap – Tbeng

Today we depart for the Kingdom of Wonder – Cambodia. Upon arrival we will transfer to our home for the week –
Camp Tbeng.
Day 2

Camp Tbeng

This morning we will spend time getting to know each other and our hosts over breakfast and several traditional
Khmer team building games. We will also have time to explore Camp Tbeng – learning about its mission and
speaking to one of the founders.
After lunch we will sit together and workshop ideas, plans and work schedules for our upcoming service project.
Tonight, we will sit around the camp-fire and enjoy our official welcome dinner. Singing some tunes and regaling one
another with stories of our schooling and plans for the future.
Day 3

Tbeng Community Project

Most families living in Tbeng village are extremely poor. Most live on less than $30 a month. As such homes lack
what most of us would consider necessities – clean water, adequate sanitation and a suitable place to prepare and cook
food. A lack of clean water for example means that waterborne diseases are rife. This leads to constant sickness in
both adults and children and this then snowballs impacting other areas of life such as access to education. Our task
today will be focussed on assisting one of the families who have the greatest need. Depending on the requirements it
may include building a well which will not only improve human well-being for the family concerned but indeed the
entire community.
Day 4

Tbeng Community Project – Explore Siem Reap

After breakfast we will continue with our community project and aim to finish up early afternoon. The guaranteed
smiles and heartfelt outpourings of gratitude that will come our way once we are done will make the last day and half
well worth the effort.
Tonight, we will have dinner in the heart of Siem Reap with some time afterwards to explore all that this amazing
town has to offer.
Day 5

Community Building – Ziplining – Sunset – Aspara

This morning we will set the community alight with a game of soccer against the local village team – be prepared to
feel like a soccer star!
Mid-morning, we can either spend some time teaching English at the local Tbeng Primary school or simply stay
around ‘home’ and interact with the locals.
After lunch we enjoy an afternoon of ziplining at Angkor Archaeological Park. Not only will it be an afternoon of fun,
but we also have the opportunity to learn about the park’s wildlife and amazing history.
Late afternoon we will enjoying watching the sunset from the top of Bakheng Hill. What an amazing way to conclude
the day.
Tonight, will be an amazing dinner while watching a traditional ASPARA dance performance.
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Day 6

Angkor Temples By Bike – Farewell Dinner

After breakfast, today we will be met by our guide and then fitted with our bikes. Once ready we will begin our cycle
exploration of the majestic temples. Today we will focus on the impressive royal city of Angkor Thom, where we will
find the Bayon which encloses 54 towers decorated with more than 200 enigmatic, smiling stone faces. We also visit the
Royal Enclosure, Phimeanakas, the Terrace of Elephants and Terrace of the Leper Kings, as well as Ta Prohm which
was made famous by the Hollywood blockbuster Tomb Raider.
Tonight, is our farewell dinner. So, get set for an evening to remember! Music, food, games and plenty to discuss.
With so much to reflect upon there might not be too much time for any sleep!
Day 7

Sleep in – Farewell – Airport

Today we will all be able to enjoy a later start. After a leisurely breakfast we will have time to farewell our new-found
friends, before making our way to Siem Reap for some last-minute shopping and our final lunch together. We will
then transfer to the airport for our flight home.
Day 8

Arrive Home

Arrive home today.
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